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Abstract
Let r  k1; k2; k3; k4; k5 be a list of complex numbers with k1  k2  k3  k4  k5  0.
Necessary and sucient conditions for the existence of an entry-wise nonnegative 5 5
matrix A with spectrum r are presented. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a list r  k1; . . . ; knof complex numbers, the nonnegative inverse
eigenvalue problem (NIEP) asks for the determination of necessary and su-
cient conditions for the existence of an entrywise nonnegative n n matrix A
with spectrum r. In this paper the problem is solved for n  5 in the ‘‘trace
zero’’ case, that is, when k1      k5  0. Previous results on this problem for
‘small’ matrices include the case n  3 (without further restriction) by Loewy
and London [3], n  4 and r a list of real numbers also by Loewy and London
[3], n  4 and k1  k2  k3  k4  0 by Reams [6]. Several other special cases of
the NIEP for n  4 have also been resolved by Reams [5]. For more results on
the NIEP see [1,4].
www.elsevier.com/locate/laa
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2. An inequality
We now consider the NIEP for n  5 when the sum of the five complex
numbers is zero. So let r  k1; k2; k3; k4; k5 ) be a list of complex numbers.
Define
sk : kk1  kk2  kk3  kk4  kk5; k  1; 2; 3; . . .
and assume s1  0. We wish to determine necessary and sucient conditions so
that there exists a nonnegative 5 5 matrix A with spectrum rA  r. Sup-
pose that such an A exists. Then,
sk  tr Ak for k  1; 2; 3; . . .
Note that since A is entrywise nonegative, sk P 0 for all k. Since s1  0, all the
diagonal entries of A are zero. In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let A be an entrywise nonnegative 5 5 matrix with tr A  0.
Then,
12s5 ÿ 5s2s3  5s3

4s4 ÿ s22
q
P 0:
Proof. The result is clear if 12s5 P 5s2s3, since 4s4 ÿ s22 P 0 by [2], so we first
analyse the circumstances in which 12s5 < 5s2s3. Let A  aij. Write
x1; x2; . . . ; x10 for the 2-cycle products a12a21; a13a31; . . . ; a45a54. So,
s2  2x1  x2      x10:
There are
ÿ
5
3
 10 3-subsets fa; b; cg of {1,2,3,4,5} and each 3-subset of
symbols gives rise to two 3-cycles in s3. For example, {1,2,3} gives the terms
a12a23a31 and a13a32a21 and each occurs in s3 with a multiplicity of 3. We can
identify each 3-subset as the complement of the corresponding 2-subset. De-
note these 3-cycle contributions by y1; y2; . . . ; y10 where if xi  arsasr, say, yi
corresponds to the 3-cycles from the complement of fr; sg in {1,2,3,4,5}. For
example, if x1  a12a21 then y1  a34a45a53  a35a54a43. Note that
s3  3y1  y2      y10:
Thus,
5s2s3  30x1  x2      x10y1  y2      y10:
Next consider s5. Since A has a zero diagonal, s5 is made up of contributions of
the form (2-cycle)  (3-cycle) and 5-cycles. For example, a12a21a14a43a31 and
a12a23a34a45a51 are terms occurring in the (1, 1) entry of A5. The general (1, 1)
entry of A5 is a1kaklalmamnan1 with k 6 1, k 6 l, l 6 m, m 6 n, n 6 1 (otherwise the
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term is zero). In this position, if the term is not a 5-cycle type term, then either l
 1 or m  1. Note that a term of the form a12a21a34a45a53 cannot occur in s5. In
terms of the x’s, and y’s previously defined, x1y1; x2y2; . . . ; x10y10 do not occur in s5
(since by our choice of notation, the 3-cycles involved in yi are made from the
symbols complementary to the symbols forming the 2-cycle in xi). Hence in
12s5 ÿ 5s2s3 we get the term x1y1  x2y2      x10y10 with coecient ÿ30.
Consider now a product xiyj where i 6 j. Suppose that xi corresponds to the
2-cycle term generated by the symbols f1; 2g, so yj corresponds to the terms
generated by the symbols fp; q; rg, where fp; q; rg contains at least one symbol
of f1; 2g.
Case 1: p  1; q  2. Say r  3. In this case yj  a12a23a31  a13a32a21. Note
that a12a21a12a23a31 and a12a21a13a32a21 both occur in s5 with coecient 5 and
thus these terms occur in 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3 with coecient 12 5ÿ 30  30.
Case 2: f1; 2g \ fp; q; rg contains one element. Suppose p  1 is common
and let q  3; r  4. We find that s5 contains a12a21a13a34a41 and a12a21a14a43a31
both with coecient 5. So these terms occur in 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3 with coecient
30.
The same arguments apply with symbols 1 and 2 replaced by p, and q, re-
spectively. Hence,
12s5 ÿ 5s2s3 P 30
X10
i1
X10
j 6i;j1
xiyj ÿ 30
X10
i1
xiyi
( P because we have excluded the 5-cycles).
We are supposing that 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3 < 0. Then,
x1y1  x2y2      x10y10 >
X10
i1
X10
j 6i;j1
xiyj: 2:1
Let x1 be the maximum of x1; x2; . . . ; x10 and suppose that
x16 x2      x10:
Now the right-hand side of (2.1) contains x1y2      y10  y1x2      x10.
But,
x1y2      y10  y1x2      x10P x1y2      y10  y1x1
P x1y1  x2y2      x10y10
since x26 x1; . . . ; x106 x1. However, this says that the right- hand side of (2.1) is
greater than or equal to the left-hand side which is false. Hence, we have
proved.
Step 1: If 12s5 < 5s2s3 and x1 is the maximum of x1; x2; . . . ; x10 then
x1 > x2  x3      x10: 2:2
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We now analyse 4s4 ÿ s22 under the assumption (2.2). Recall [2] that the part of
4s4 ÿ s22 which does not involve 4-cycles can be written as
4x1    x10J ÿ 2P 
x1
..
.
x10;
0B@
1CA
where J is the matrix of all ‘‘ones’’ and P is the adjacency matrix of the Petersen
graph P10. Note that we can label x1; . . . ; x10 so that P is
C  CT I
I C2  CT2;
 
where
C 
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA:
Now
x1    x10J ÿ 2P 
x1
..
.
x10
0BBB@
1CCCA
 x1      x102 ÿ 4x1x2  x1x5  x1x6  x2x3  x2x7  x3x4
 x3x8  x4x5  x4x9  x5x10  x6x8  x6x9  x7x9  x7x10  x8x10
 x1 ÿ x2      x102  4x1 ÿ 4x2x3  x2x7  x3x4  x3x8  x4x5
 x4x9  x5x10  x6x8  x6x9  x7x9  x7x10  x8x10:
Note that each negative term xpxq has either p or q in {3,4,7,8,9,10} and all the
negative terms arise in the expansion of
x2  x3      x10x3  x4  x7  x8  x9  x10:
Since
x1 > x2  x3      x10
we get that x1x3  x4  x7  x8  x9  x10P the sum of the terms xpxq oc-
curring with negative signs. Hence,
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4s4 ÿ s22 P 4x1    x10J ÿ 2P 
x1
..
.
x10
0B@
1CAP 4x1 ÿ x2      x102:
Hence we have established.
Step 2: If x1 > x2      x10, then 4s4 ÿ s22 P 4x1 ÿ x2      x102. (It is
worth noting that the pairing o of the negative terms xpxq with positive terms
xrxs with s 2 {3,4,7,8,9,10} is crucial for the inequality. For example, if say x5x6
arose with a negative sign, the argument would fail. The pairing property is
possible precisely because the Petersen graph P10 has no 3-cycles. If one added
an additional edge to P10, it would have caused a 3-cycle to be created, so the
argument would have then failed.) We now return to
Z : 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3  5s3

4s4 ÿ s22
q
:
If 12s5 < 5s2s3 then (2.2) holds and, using Step 2, we obtain
Z P 30
X10
i1
X10
j1;i6j
xiyj ÿ 30
X10
i1
xiyi  5s32x1 ÿ x2      x10
 30x1  x2      x10y1  y2      y10
ÿ 60x1y1  x2y2      x10y10
 30x1 ÿ x2 ÿ    ÿ x10y1  y2      y10
 60x1y1  y2      y10 ÿ 60x1y1  x2y2      x10y10
P 0;
since x1yi P xiyi for i  1; 2; . . . ; 10. So Z P 0 for all trace zero nonnegative
5 5 matrices. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
3. Main results
The following theorem completely solves the NIEP for n  5 when the sum
of the five eigenvalues is zero.
Theorem 3.1 (Main theorem). Let k1; k2; k3; k4 and k5 be complex numbers and
let sk  kk1  kk2  kk3  kk4  kk5 for k  1; 2; 3; . . . Assume s1  0. Then k1; k2; k3;
k4; k5 is the spectrum of a nonnegative 5 5 matrix if and only if the following
conditions hold:
1. sk P 0 for k  2; 3; 4; 5
2. 4s4 P s22; and
3. 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3  5s3

4s4 ÿ s22
p
P 0:
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Proof. By [2] and Theorem 2.1 above, the conditions are necessary. So, suppose
that the conditions hold. Consider
A :
0 1 0 0 0
q 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
v u t s 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA:
The characteristic polynomial of A is
x5 ÿ q sx3 ÿ tx2  qsÿ ux qt ÿ v:
The Newton identities state that
kanÿk  s1anÿk1  s2anÿk2      skan  0
for k  1; 2; . . . ; n where px  anxn  anÿ1xnÿ1      a1x a0 with an  1 is a
monic polynomial with zeroes k1; k2; . . . ; kn including multiplicities and
sk  kk1  kk2      kkn. Applying these identities for k  1; 2; . . . ; 5 to the
characteristic polynomial of A, we require
q s  s2=2: 3:1
t  s3=3: 3:2
qsÿ u  s
2
2
2

ÿ s4

=4: 3:3
qt ÿ v  s2s3
6
ÿ s5
5
: 3:4
Now, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to the inequalities
qs P
s22
8
ÿ s4
4
;
q
s3
3
P
s2s3
6
ÿ s5
5
 5s2s3 ÿ 6s5
30
:
Take q  s  s2=4. Then the inequalities hold if
s2s3
12
P
5s2s3 ÿ 6s5
30
;
that is, if 12s5 P 5s2s3. Then taking l  4s4 ÿ s22=16, v  12s5 ÿ 5s2s3=60,
the resulting matrix
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A :
0 1 0 0 0
s2
4
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
12s5ÿ5s2s3
60
4s4ÿs22
16
s3
3
s2
4
0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA
is nonnegative and has the given spectrum.
In the general case, we require
q s  s2=2;
qs P
s22
8
ÿ s4
4
;
qs3 P
5s2s3 ÿ 6s5
10
:
Write s  s2=2ÿ q and substitute into the second inequality to get
s2q
2
ÿ q2 P s
2
2
8
ÿ s4
4
:
Completing the square we get
qÿ s2
4
2 6 s4
4
ÿ s
2
2
16
 1
16
4s4 ÿ s22:
The choice
q  s2
4
 1
4

4s4 ÿ s22
q
gives
qs3  1
4
s2s3  s3

4s4 ÿ s22
q
:
Hence,
qs3 P
1
10
5s2s3 ÿ 6s5;
since 12s5 ÿ 5s2s3  5s3

4s4 ÿ s22
p
P 0. This choice of q thus satisfies the
conditions provided s P 0. That is, we require
1
4

4s4 ÿ s22
q
6 s2
4
(since q s  s2=2 ) and thus that 2s4 6 s22. In this case
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A 
0 1 0 0 0
s2
4
 1
4

4s4 ÿ s22
p
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
12s5ÿ5s2s35s3

4s4ÿs22
p
60
0 s3
3
s2
4
ÿ 1
4

4s4 ÿ s22
p
0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA
is a nonnegative matrix with the given spectrum. Suppose finally that 2s4 > s22.
Consider
A :
0 1 0 0 0
s2
2
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
s5
5
2s4ÿs22
8
s3
3
0 0
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA:
Then A is nonnegative and has the desired spectrum. This concludes the proof
of the theorem.
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